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[The Commission requested Dr Michael Meadows of the Australian Key Centre for
Cultural and Media Policy, Griffith University, to prepare a research paper on
Indigenous broadcasting services in Australia. The purpose of the commissioned
paper was to provide a brief profile of the Indigenous media sector together with an
annotated bibliography on the subject. This appendix is the resulting paper.]

Introduction

The potential of the Indigenous media sector today can be accurately described as
unrecognised and unrealised, largely as a result of ad hoc policy making. Unlike
both New Zealand and Canada, the existence and importance of Indigenous cultures
and languages remains unacknowledged in the Australian Broadcasting Services
Act 1992. While it is clear that the Federal Government will have a continuing role
in supporting Indigenous media infrastructure and program production and
distribution, few government agencies are aware of the existence of the sector, let
alone its potential for getting their messages across to Indigenous audiences. The
Indigenous media sector is probably the only medium by which information can be
effectively transmitted across these cultural boundaries. As with existing national
and multicultural broadcasting services, government involvement should be
interpreted as an investment in the cultural future of Australia, which must include
the cultural and linguistic future of Indigenous Australians.

Scope of current scholarship

Studies of Indigenous and development broadcasting show that ‘participatory’
models seem most appropriate to enable local broadcasting communities to counter
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the centralising tendencies of modern communications’ technology (Bhatia 1992,
p. 53). Although non-Indigenous government policies have established the
broadcasting framework in which Indigenous people operate, communications
researchers suggest there is no reason why ‘culturally authentic’ forms of
expression still can’t emerge (Katz 1977, p. 114). Radio is a medium which allows
Indigenous people to ‘speak as well as hear’ (Girard 1992, p. 2). In a similar vein,
Canadian researchers argue that the Inuit experience in ‘doing things at one’s own
pace’ and ‘speaking in one’s own voice’ is an important lesson to learn about the
nature of Indigenous media (Roth and Valaskakis 1989, p. 232). Indigenous media
producers say that it is more appropriate to define media in terms of its aims, the
context of its production, the mode and scope of its diffusion, and use to which it is
put, rather than how it might appear to uneducated non-Indigenous eyes. So many
Indigenous practitioners define media as proactive in organising its own space and
creating its own identity (Michaels 1986, 1990; O’Regan 1990; Hall 1991; Thede
and Ambrosi 1991; Molnar 1991; Batty 1993; Langton 1993; Meadows 1994;
Molnar and Meadows 2000 forthcoming).

The aim of much community-based media is to provide alternative media services
to those offered by mainstream broadcasting. The primary role of Indigenous media
is, in contrast, to provide a first level of service to its communities. It is because the
mainstream media have not served Indigenous audience needs that much of the
Indigenous media production worldwide has emerged (Roncagliolo 1991; Molnar
and Meadows 2000 forthcoming). Audience surveys of native broadcast media,
particularly in the Arctic, reveal that local media are the primary sources of
information about Indigenous affairs for most native people (Wilson 1993). Recent
research in Brisbane suggests that Indigenous community radio stations like 4AAA,
with a weekly audience of around 100 000, are fulfilling the same role (Meadows
and van Vuuren 1998).

Studies in Yuendumu in Central Australia in the early 1980s showed that the
Warlpiri were adapting video to suit their cultural needs, ‘inventing’, so to speak,
their own form of television. The message there was contained not only in the
subject matter of the videotapes produced, but also in how the videotapes were
produced — in the social organisation of each video production (Michaels 1986).
The outcome is a form of television which might be unique to a particular culture
(Michaels 1990, p. 25). Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander broadcasters working
in community radio say that they, too, must work within community social
structures (Watson 1988; Bell and Burton 1988; Noah 1988; Meadows and Morris
1998). Some even suggest that a program itself is not necessarily the prime purpose
of community radio or video. It may be more about facilitating a process of
community organisation involving the producers and the community working
together (Tomaselli and Prinsloo 1990; Ginsburg 1993).
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Molnar and Meadows (2000 forthcoming) argue that Indigenous media represent
both a resistance to influences such as globalisation and a reaction to mainstream
media misrepresentation. It is a key community cultural resource — a form of
strategic cultural management — which must be incorporated into community
social structures.

There is an overarching need to pursue strategies which make Indigenous media
‘ordinary’ rather than ‘extraordinary’ or ‘unique’ — in other words, to enable
Indigenous people to access media on the same equal basis as non-Indigenous
Australians. This is a crucial point in the light of claims of Indigenous ‘special
treatment’. The exceptional strategies required should be seen as ones which create
‘sameness’ rather than uniqueness (Mickler 1998, p. 292).

Western media models are often accompanied by Western legal frameworks. Policy
makers find it difficult to reconcile two different cultures whose concepts of
intellectual property are vastly different. Morris (Meadows and Morris 1998, p. 3)
has underlined the importance for Indigenous media producers to become involved
in debates associated with intellectual property because of the potential impact of
technological and commercial convergence, and the unregulated nature of online
and multimedia services. She suggests that some Indigenous communities may not
want access to technologies like multimedia. Some might prefer to work with low-
band video as opposed to high-end equipment. And in the shakedown, local media
may become more important than the information superhighway with its endless
‘sophisticated junk mail’ (UNESCO 1995, p. 107; Meadows and Morris 1998,
p. 11).

Analytical and methodological frameworks for evaluating
Indigenous media

Identifying objectives

Indigenous media organisations urgently need to identify their own objectives to
ensure ownership of these. Many will need either government or non-government
support and/or advice to enable them to engage in this process. At the very least,
this is likely to identify the importance of media providing a service-based
operation linked to existing community social structures that maintain and reinforce
law, language and culture. The absence of such an approach in identifying local
cultural objectives with regard to media has meant that many communities have
been unable to produce significant amounts of local content. More often than not,
this is despite strong interest in media production by some community members. It
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underlines the importance of communities doing it ‘the right way’ from the
beginning. At the same time, the opportunity for Indigenous commercial enterprise
needs to be incorporated into this process to facilitate access to alternative sources
of funding. Clearly commercial opportunities will vary enormously across
Indigenous Australia.

Evaluating effectiveness

The threat of cultural disruption justifies the identification of Indigenous people as a
unique service group deserving of special licensing and support provisions.
However, available technological options within existing policy frameworks have
often created other outcomes. More attention at the policy development level needs
to be given to the use of small scale technologies and creative solutions such as
videoconferencing, Broadcasting for Remote Aboriginal Communities Scheme
(BRACS) networking, or high frequency (HF) radio linked with local radio, for
example (Bomford 1999 pers. comm.). There is a clear tension between making an
argument for support for Indigenous media on cultural grounds, but having to couch
this in terms of existing economic constraints. This is a very real problem facing
Indigenous media organisations now. This may account, in part, for the obstacles
many BRACS units face in offering anything more than very basic local
programming.

Evaluating the sector’s effectiveness must necessarily be a multi-layered process. It
might be assessed by recognising its dual role — providing a first level of service to
communities as well as providing a cultural bridge for non-Indigenous audiences. It
might be evaluated in terms of its effectiveness in cross-cultural communication. It
might also be assessed in terms of the links between local media and community-
based organisations, such as ATSIC, education, language and health centres, legal
aid offices etc. It might be examined in terms of how effective BRACS units
become as local communication centres. In some places like the Kimberleys, this is
already well-developed, but many other areas have been unable to realise their
potential largely because of the ad hoc nature of sector management.

An examination of Indigenous media program content alone may not be the best
measure of effectiveness — the structures communities put in place to manage local
media may be more indicative of how effectively media have been incorporated into
community life. External measures like qualitative listenership surveys — such as
that used in assessing 4AAA’s effectiveness in Brisbane (Roy Morgan Research
1997) — might help establish the nature of the audience–producer relationship. In
the Brisbane survey, for example, ‘word of mouth’ preceded ‘media’ as listeners’
most popular source of information about Indigenous affairs. And 4AAA was top of
the media list (Meadows and van Vuuren 1998). More work needs to be done in
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developing culturally appropriate evaluation methods for diverse Indigenous
audiences.

A first level of service

Indigenous media should be considered as providing a first level of service to its
communities of interest. This places it outside the role of the existing community
broadcasting sector in Australia which provides an alternative service for the vast
majority of its audience. As a corollary to this, continuing support for the
Indigenous media sector in Australia must be viewed as an investment in long-term
sustainability. Indigenous media perform an essential public service providing
communities with access to local languages, information, training, and networking
unavailable from any other sources. Continuing mainstream media
misrepresentation of Indigenous affairs is another powerful driving force behind the
development of the Indigenous media sector. Two of the recommendations of the
Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody address this directly,
recommending adequate funding for the sector (Number 205) and acknowledging
the facilitation role played by Indigenous media organisations (Number 208) (Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody Vol. 4 1991, p. 59).

There is strong evidence for the media’s important role in language and cultural
maintenance and regeneration. The Indigenous population is culturally and
linguistically diverse and ways of presenting information for Indigenous people in
Fitzroy Crossing, for example, may be quite different for those in Yuendumu, or the
Torres Strait, or Sydney. Mainstream media are the ‘major instigator in the
promotion of English as the most viable and prestigious code’ and fail ‘to recognise
Aboriginal languages as viable codes of communication’ (Schmidt 1990, p. 16;
Aboriginal Languages Association 1989). Indigenous media play a crucial role in
the process of cross-cultural communication and in this sense, too, offers
communities a first level of service.

The sector now offers its diverse audiences programs (mostly on radio) in an
estimated 50 Indigenous languages including specialist programs for prisoners
(4AAA Brisbane), children, along with community announcements, oral histories,
local news and current affairs, and documentaries. This community-based radio
programming contributes variously to language and cultural maintenance. CAAMA
[Central Australian Aboriginal Media Association] (at least two languages in central
Australia), TEABBA [Top End Aboriginal Bush Broadcasting Association] (six or
seven languages across the Top End), TSIMA [Torres Strait Islander Media
Association] (three language groups in the Torres Strait), and the Kimberleys’
stations (seven or eight language groups) are some examples of where this is
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happening now. Imparja Television, too, uses language for some of its locally-
produced programs.

Many of the 150 or more Indigenous radio stations across the country are involved
in training, leading to increased community self esteem as well as the transfer of
important industry skills. Apart from a handful of available places in the ABC or
SBS, there are few other training opportunities for those wishing to work in
Indigenous media.

There is an increasing tendency for networking community language centres and
education programs through local radio — for example, 28 stations are linked
across the Top End (TEABBA), six or more in central Australia (CAAMA, PY
Media [Ernabella] and the Tanami Network), 14 island communities in the Torres
Strait (TSIMA), a dozen or so Cape York communities (TAIMA), and 17 BRACS’
communities in the Kimberleys. These use technologies like TieLine where
communities are linked over standard telephone lines but are able to send
broadcasts to a central hub for re-broadcast to a region by satellite (CBAA 1999,
p. 9). Where these stations have established community-based infrastructures, they
are playing a crucial role in the maintenance of law, culture and language. In the
remote regions, in particular, these elements are inseparable.

Technological convergence

The convergence of technologies offers new ways for Indigenous media producers
to access communication networks — but which communication technologies do
communities really want or need? While some remote communities still rely on a
single telephone line to reach the outside world, in the South Australian desert,
innovative use of CB radio with local broadcasting and satellite technologies has
enabled effective, and cheap, long distance communication between various
Indigenous groups. Similarly, use of videoconferencing by Indigenous communities
in central Australia has revealed innovative uses of technology with a strong social
bias (Toyne 1992; Granites and Toyne 1994)

Sector diversity

There is ample evidence of government departmental indifference towards the
Indigenous media sector. Much of this can be attributed to ignorance of the extent
and nature of the sector and its audiences. Even the national broadcaster, the ABC,
cannot boast the ability or the potential to service the cultural and linguistic
diversity of Indigenous Australia. The Indigenous media sector does have that
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potential through the National Indigenous Radio Service and various Broadcasting
for Remote Aboriginal Communities Scheme (BRACS) networks.

Economic self-sufficiency

While there is a powerful desire by Indigenous media organisations across Australia
to become economically self-sufficient, there seems little likelihood that a
significant proportion of the sector could achieve that goal. Opportunities for
commercial diversification most certainly exist and some have already been
exploited. The Koori Mail newspaper, for example, is commercially successful, as
are a handful of other small, Indigenous-owned enterprises, but it is difficult to see
many being able to achieve commercial success in terms of becoming self-
sufficient. It is more likely in larger urban communities where popular radio
stations, like 4AAA in Brisbane for example, do have the potential to make inroads
into the commercial world. But for remote BRACS or even regional broadcasters
with a potential audience of several thousand Indigenous people, the chance of
economic independence is a remote possibility. Most of the sector will need some
form of continuing government support even if existing operations can be better
managed. In Canada, for example, where Native communication societies have
existed since the 1970s, most are able to raise between 40-55 per cent of their
operating revenue, at best. The remainder is government-funded (King 1998).

Existing policy: history, objectives, implementation and
achievement

Aboriginal Affairs personnel formed a media working party in 1980 with
representatives of the then Posts and Telecommunications Department but it was
not until the 1984 Satellite Program Services (SPS) inquiry into use of AUSSAT
that Indigenous concerns were first raised during public hearings. The Federal
Government accepted its recommendations and subsequently licensed three Remote
Commercial Television Services — Golden West Network (Western Australia),
Imparja (Northern Territory) and QTV (Queensland).

At the same time as the SPS inquiry was underway, a Federal Government task
force in 1984 prepared a report into Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
broadcasting called Out of the Silent Land. It was the first attempt to develop a
coherent policy on Indigenous broadcasting in Australia. One of the outcomes of
this was BRACS, where around 80 Indigenous communities were identified and
provided with rudimentary radio and television receiving equipment along with the
potential for minimal local radio and video production. The scheme has had mixed
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success because of a lack of consultation and a lack of funding for training, program
production, and maintenance. Some suggest BRACS was set up so that it would fail
(Corker 1989). But some regional groupings of BRACS’ communities — in north
Queensland, central Australia and the Kimberleys, for example — have revealed its
potential to adapt to the enormous cultural and linguistic diversity across Indigenous
Australia.

Recommendations from Out of the Silent Land were accepted by the Federal
Government in an environment where the imminent broadcasting of English
language satellite television into remote Indigenous communities was being
described as ‘cultural nerve gas’ (Fesl 1985). These fears closely parallel those of
the Inuit who described southern television broadcasting to the northern Native
peoples of Canada, 12 years earlier, as ‘neutron bomb television’ (Kuptana 1987).

The Department of Aboriginal Affairs released a discussion paper on Indigenous
broadcast policy in 1991, acknowledging recommendations of the 1991 Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, which urged adequate funding for
Aboriginal-controlled media in recognition of its social function. A similar view
was expressed in the 1991 Report of the National Inquiry into Racist Violence. The
discussion paper suggested using possible technical developments such as cable
delivery, CD quality sound from digital audio broadcasting, and compression
techniques to allow for more creative use of existing facilities. Between 1982–85, a
National Aboriginal and Islander Broadcasting Association (NAIBA) existed to
represent the needs of Indigenous broadcasters in the policy process. It folded,
largely because of a lack of funding commitment at the federal level and political
divisions within the emerging Indigenous broadcasting sector. Following a seven
year gap, the National Indigenous Media Association of Australia (NIMAA)
emerged in December 1992. NIMAA has a 1999 membership of around 130
community media producers across all sectors — print, radio, television and video,
multimedia, and film.

In January 1993, a draft policy statement was circulated to Indigenous broadcasters
for comment and input and shortly after, was adopted as ATSIC’s first Indigenous
broadcasting policy. It was justified in these terms:

•  Equity considerations: Indigenous people should have the right to full access to
information and entertainment available through national and regional media.

•  Cultural restoration, preservation and growth: Broadcasting has the potential to
provide communities with means to maintain languages and cultures.

•  Efficiency of communication: Indigenous access and/or control of local radio and
television can substantially improve delivery and exchange of vital information
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on such issues as health, child welfare, substance abuse, domestic violence,
education etc.

•  Employment: Indigenous control provides employment and training
opportunities in urban and remote communities and the possibility of access to
mainstream media employment.

•  Enhanced self-image: Watching or listening to culturally and linguistically
relevant programming enhances a sense of worth and community profiles.

A comprehensive 1998 ATSIC review of the Indigenous media sector, Digital
Dreaming, at the time of writing, had not been released.

Implications of technological change

A lack of access to mass communication networks has prompted Indigenous people
to seek alternative ways of adapting technologies to suit local cultural needs,
sometimes using low-cost and simple technologies like community radio, VHS or
Hi 8, or to adapt technologies like videoconferencing (Toyne 1992; Granites and
Toyne 1994). Small format production in the Pacific Islands has worked well where
it has been seriously embraced (Molnar and Meadows 2000 forthcoming). While it
is generally agreed that technology alone cannot lead to the destruction of
Indigenous societies, Indigenous people must have the power to adapt these
technologies to suit their cultural needs if they are to be used in culturally-
appropriate ways (Kulchyski 1989, p. 50).

Communities potentially now have access to a huge range of new media
technologies but there are important cultural questions which may need to be
addressed. Indigenous media producers have recognised ways in which
technologies — in this case, media technologies — are learnt rather than simply
transferred. It seems clear that this ‘technological learning’ takes place on different
levels. Technology must be learnt in a ‘proper context of use’ which finds a balance
between local and non-local needs (Braa et al 1995, p. 21). Without a framework
relevant to the cultural needs of a particular community, media production might
only ever mimic other forms. This suggests the need for informed consent to
become part of Indigenous media production processes to ensure communities
maintain control over their cultural future (Meadows and Morris 1998, p. 12).
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Relevant international models

Television Northern Canada (TVNC)

The push for a dedicated Native television network was spearheaded by the Inuit
Broadcasting Corporation, and Television Northern Canada (TVNC) started
broadcasting across Canada’s remote north in 1992. It is listed as a charitable
organisation and any surplus revenue is reinvested back into its operations. It
includes nine members and six associate members. The nine members include six of
Canada’s 13 Native Communication Societies, Yukon College, the Government of
the North West Territories, and the National Aboriginal Communications Society.
The channel broadcasts in 13 Native languages, as well as English and French. It
has an audience of around 100 000, of which more than half is of native ancestry,
spread across five time zones. Surveys of northern communities have revealed high
levels of interest in native television with audiences learning language and
traditional skills through programming (Meadows and Brown 1995). TVNC is
funded mainly through the Canadian Department of Communications (DOC) — a
separate line of funding from the Department of Canadian Heritage’s Northern
Native Broadcast Access Program (NNBAP), which has funded production and
distribution of native radio and television programming since 1983. The DOC
allocated CAN$10 million over four years to establish TVNC and allocates around
CAN$2 million each year for running the network (Meadows and Brown 1995;
King 1998). Funding for the NNBAP has fallen from around CAN $13 million in
1989-90 to about CAN$8 million in 1998-99. TVNC is licensed as a commercial
network and can advertise for up to twelve minutes an hour. Ten minutes of this is
set aside for TVNC members with the remaining two minutes available to the
network. TVNC raised around CAN$140 000 in 1997-98 from sponsorship.
Audience surveys indicate almost all Indigenous people in the north watch TVNC,
and native programs in particular (Meadows and Brown 1995).

In 1999, TVNC moved into the mainstream Canadian cable market. Following a
landmark hearing by the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications
Commission (CRTC), the Canadian regulator mandated that TVNC — renamed the
Aboriginal People’s Television Network (APTN) — now be carried as an essential
national service along with the CBC and the commercial channel, CTV, on all cable
networks. The expected annual income for APTN from this move into southern
cable market is between CAN$15-18 million by charging cable subscribers an
additional 15 cents per month. APTN is expected to begin its southern Canadian
broadcasts in late 1999 (Nordicity Group Ltd 1997; Giberson 1998; APTN 1998).
These developments in Canada have been made all the more possible by
acknowledgment of the special place of Aboriginal people’s cultures and languages
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in the 1991 Canadian Broadcasting Act. The Act states in Section 3.1 (d)(iii) that
Canadian broadcasting should:

… through its programming and the employment opportunities arising out of its
operations, serve the needs and interests, and reflect the circumstances and aspirations,
of Canadian men, women and children, including equal rights, the linguistic duality and
multicultural and multiracial nature of Canadian society and the special place of
Aboriginal people within that society.

The Act also states in Section 3.1 (o) that:

… programming that reflects the Aboriginal cultures of Canada should be provided
within the Canadian broadcasting system as resources become available for the
purpose.

Maori broadcasting

Through the Treaty of Waitangi, Maori broadcasters have had access to a named,
legislated program fund since 1989. Section 53 of New Zealand’s Broadcasting Act
of 1989 established the agency, Te Mangai Paho with the primary aim of promoting
Maori language and culture by funding broadcasting and programs (Te Mangai
Paho 1996). The 1989 Broadcasting Act also established the Broadcasting
Commission (NZ On Air) as an agency with a mandate to collect an annual Public
Broadcasting Fee from television households. In addition, NZ On Air is responsible
for promoting Maori language and culture through broadcasting, devoting 14 per
cent of its 1998-99 budget to this and effectively setting Maori content of around 17
per cent on New Zealand television (NZ on Air 1998; NZ on Air 1999b). Public
funding for broadcasting primarily aimed at Maori audiences in 1996 was more than
NZ$30 million (Working Group on Maori Broadcasting Policy 1996; Ministry of
Commerce 1997). The recognition of the importance of Maori language and culture
in the New Zealand Broadcasting Act is significant and has placed Maori
broadcasting in a strong position in relation to that in Australia. NZ On Air’s role in
relation to Maori broadcasting is described in s. 36 of the Act as:

(a) To reflect and develop New Zealand identity and culture by —

(i) Promoting programmes about New Zealand and New Zealand interests; and

(ii) Promoting Maori language and Maori culture;

A Maori television channel is due to go to air late in 1999. The cost of maintaining
such a channel includes NZ$6–7 million (transmission) and between NZ$12–13
million available for program purchase with around half of this aimed at pre-school
and teenage programs. In addition, the New Zealand government has set aside
NZ$11.1 million in set up costs. It is estimated that the Maori television channel
could generate advertising revenue of around NZ$750 000 a year and sponsorship
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of around NZ$100 000 a year (Report of the Establishment Group for a Maori
television Trust 1998).

Maori radio stations received funding of around NZ$9.3 million from Te Mangai
Paho in 1997-98 (Ministry of Commerce 1998). Auckland station MAI FM is the
most successful Iwi (local tribal) radio station in New Zealand. In 1999 it topped the
ratings in the North Island city (Prior 1999). Programming is entirely directed to
young people aged between 10–24 years (Wilson 1994, p. 100; Prior 1999). MAI
FM produces around seven hours a day of Maori language programming and the
country’s 21 Iwi radio stations opt to take this or portions of it. Education is seen as
a priority and several Maori language programs are designed for pre-schoolers and
kindergarten age children.

Policy options

Acknowledgment of the exceptional importance of Indigenous languages and
cultures in the Broadcasting Services Act would be a crucial step towards better
establishing Indigenous media in the policy framework. At present, Indigenous
media relies on uncertain support as it hovers uneasily between the whims of the
community sector and a spate of federal government departments and agencies.

The ad hoc growth of Indigenous community radio stations, often with no operating
guidelines in place or an examination of the possibility of sustainability, has meant
large disparities in funding support between areas and aspiring media associations.
There is a clear need for better coordination, particularly in the burgeoning
community radio sector, perhaps focusing on regional rather than individual
solutions. In remote Canada, native communities have adopted this model
successfully (Meadows and Brown 1995).

The development of a national television channel has been discussed for some time
now (West 1993) but a clear policy framework needs to be in place to manage the
entire sector — particularly to explore the potential in community radio and
BRACS — before a headlong rush into television which is far more expensive.
Linking BRACS and community radio into community social structures offers the
potential to see community media centres as a focus for programs such as
education, health, language maintenance, and legal services. The 1998 ATSIC
review details examples of existing facilities which do all of these things — but
many communities simply use BRACS, for example, for precisely what the units
were installed to provide an alternative to — watching mainstream television. A
TVNC model for Indigenous television could tap into existing or planned regional
strengths and extension of this from free to air to mainstream cable systems has the
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potential to provide some income. However this would be a long term option given
the slow rate of spread of cable across Australia. Indigenous people must be
allowed to choose the model which best suits their purposes.

The Indigenous media sector in its diverse forms provides a first level of service to
the communities in which it operates. The potential to extend on this is enormous
and is being held back by various factors — lack of community expertise; lack of
clear ideas on the role of media in communities; lack of understanding at both
community and government level about the potential for community media to
become true communication centres, tapping into services such as education and
health. It seems crucial for Indigenous communities to be enabled and encouraged
to identify their own goals and objectives in relation to local media and to examine
the possibilities of pooling these through regional production centres. It is at the
regional level where the real strength of BRACS seems to lie, enabling local
linguistic diversity when appropriate.

Much of the Indigenous media sector will require ongoing funding support because
of the isolated nature of many of the communities being served and the absence of
alternative funding options. There needs to be a permanent, named production fund
— similar to that in both Canada and New Zealand — to encourage and to promote
Indigenous cultural production. The potential is there for Indigenous media
operating in more affluent markets to tap into commercial opportunities as a result.
However, the need for continuing government support seems likely for some years
to come and should be seen as an investment in the development of the sector as a
crucial communication network — an important and unique cultural resource.
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117.

This article is an update on recent developments in Indigenous media policy in
Australia and Canada. It draws comparisons between the two countries and
highlights similarities between the kinds of cultural production in remote regions.

Meadows, M. and Morris C. 1998, ‘Into the new millennium: the role of Indigenous
media in Australia’, Media International Australia, no. 88, pp. 67–78.

This journal article outlines progress on a research grant being undertaken through
the Australian Key Centre for Cultural and Media Policy into the Indigenous media
sector. In this piece, there is discussion of the importance of developing an
appropriate framework for thinking about Indigenous media which comes from the
communities themselves rather than being one which is imposed as a result of
Western legal frameworks. It suggests that while new media technologies have the
potential to offer Indigenous people access to communication networks, the idea of
informed consent is a crucial element of any negotiation with communities who
seek media access. Preliminary work suggests that media must be tied intricately
into community social structures for it to succeed in meeting community
expectations and obligations.

Meadows, M. and Vuuren K. van 1998, ‘Seeking an audience: Indigenous people,
the media and cultural resource management’ Southern Review, vol. 31, no. 1,
pp. 96–107.

This journal article reports on the first audience study of an Indigenous community
radio station. The focus is 4AAA Murri Country in Brisbane, Australia’s second
‘special interest’ Indigenous community radio station (1993) after CAAMA
received the first licence in 1984. The survey, which included both quantitative and
qualitative elements, revealed that apart from word of mouth, 4AAA acted as a
primary source of information about Indigenous affairs for Brisbane’s Indigenous
community, most of whom are regular listeners. Around 100 000 people — mostly
non-Indigenous — tune in to 4AAA each week. Focus groups run as part of the
survey revealed a strong sense of community ‘ownership’ for the station. Its country
music format was identified as one of its major elements of success.
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Mickler, S. 1998, The myth of privilege: Aboriginal status, media visions, public
ideas, Fremantle, Fremantle Arts Press.

Although not directly dealing with Indigenous media, this well-written book from
the author of several studies of mainstream media treatment of Indigenous people
makes a powerful argument which challenges labelling the ‘unique’ policies
affecting Indigenous people as ‘special treatment’. Rather, Mickler argues that
within the idea of equality, exceptions must be those that create ‘sameness’ rather
than ‘uniqueness’. This idea is particularly important to current policy debates
within the Indigenous media sector.

Molnar, H. 1993, Indigenous use of small media: community radio, BRACS, and the
Tanami Network, paper delivered to ‘Enhancing Cultural Value: Narrowcasting,
Community Media and Cultural Development’, CIRCIT, 4 December.

This is a detailed examination of the policy environment in the lead up to the
installation of the Broadcasting for Remote Aboriginal Communities Scheme
(BRACS). It documents the lack of consultation with communities throughout, and
a subsequent lack of support for training, maintenance, and funding. It examines the
potential of the local broadcasting system but concludes poor implementation has
left BRACS to fall well short of its potential to counter the perceived impact of
mainstream television and radio in remote Indigenous communities.

Molnar, H. and Meadows, M. 2000, The way people want to talk: Indigenous media
in Australia, the Pacific and Canada, Sydney, Pluto Press (forthcoming).

This book describes media policy environments in Australia, the Pacific Islands and
Canada and outlines the historical development of Indigenous media in the three
regions. The study covers communication systems from the very beginning to the
latest in technological and policy developments. It is critical of imposed media
models and instead suggests the need for greater Indigenous community control of
the means of production through appropriate policy regimes. The case studies reveal
extraordinary successes — and failures — where particular media technologies
were either adapted or rejected by communities, according to their cultural needs.
There is a strong element throughout which is critical of a continuing trend to
impose particular frameworks of thinking and particular technologies onto
Indigenous communities without their informed consent. The book suggests that
economic pressures and the legacy of colonialism continue to impede Indigenous
ingenuity in the creative use of media technologies.
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Roth, L. and Valaskakis G. 1989, ‘Aboriginal broadcasting in Canada: A case study
in democratisation’, in Marc Raboy and Peter A. Bruck (eds) Communication for
and against Democracy, Montreal, Black Rose Books, pp. 221–234.

These two well-known Canadian media policy researchers suggest that the native
communication sector in Canada represents a remarkable example of democracy at
work. Despite limited and state-controlled access to the airwaves over the past 30
years, Aboriginal people have managed to shape their media environment to suit
their own cultural, social, and political needs. The writers suggest that it is at the
margins where the most interesting developments often take place and suggest that
Canada might well learn from its own Aboriginal people ways of speaking out with
a voice which separates it from the background noise of the United States.

Thede, N. and Ambrosi, A. 1991, Video the Changing World, Montreal, Black Rose
Books.

This is one of the best collections of approaches to community video production,
worldwide. It outlines a wide range of ways in which local media initiatives have
been able to subvert mainstream systems to enable some form of local
communication by various minority groups.

Toyne, P. 1992, The Tanami Network: New uses for communications in support of
social links and service delivery in remote Aboriginal communities of the
Tanami, Paper presented to the Service Delivery and Communications in the
1990s Conference, 17–19 March.

This unpublished paper outlines the development of the Tanami Network in central
Australia, based on local community social organisation. The paper details
successful uses of compressed videoconferencing technologies to link four central
Australian Aboriginal communities — Yuendumu, Lajamanu, Kintore and
Willowra.




